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****************************************************************************** 
I. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed up every piece of dialogue and story related text that  
appears in Robocop Versus The Terminator for the Super Nintendo Entertainment  
System. The text is exactly as it appears in the game except it's not all 
capitals. 

****************************************************************************** 
II. Version History ********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - May 05, 2005 

****************************************************************************** 
III. Script ****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                 Opening                  * 
******************************************** 
Flo: John Connor was right! 
     It was a human mind 
     that did it. 
     That turned Skynet 
     from a tool into an 
     army of Terminators. 
     A human mind... 
     Merged with software... 
     Then linked to Skynet... 
     It was a man... 
     A cop named 
     Alex Murphy. 

Flo activates the 
time displacement 
equipment.
Transporting her 
back before it 



all started. 
Back before Skynet, 
Terminators, and 
the war. 

The woman has 
made it back... 
Make no mistakes. 
Everything is in peril... 
Prepare the Terminators. 
Time displacement 
successful. 
First objective - 
Find and terminate human 
soldier known as Flo. 
Second objective - 
Find Robocop. 
Destroy body and 
force integration 
with Skynet. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 1                * 
******************************************** 
The rear window 
of the Sedan 
explodes in a 
shower of broken 
glass. 

Scanning occupants 
of vehicle for 
identification. 

Increasing
magnification 
and enhancing 
image. 

Subject within 
scanning range. 
Enhancing image. 

Metabolic scan 
indicates subject 
is not human. 

Subject is of 
cybernetic origin. 

Flo: NO! 
     You monster! 
     I'll stop you! 

Robocop: Ma'am, you're 
         injured. Lie 
         still. 

Flo: It was you... 
     The whole world 



     was destroyed 
     because of you! 

Robocop: Ma'am, that 
         thing that shot 
         at you was not 
         human. 

Flo: You don't get 
     it do you? 
     When they plug 
     you into Skynet 
     in a couple of 
     years... 
     When your mind 
     makes Terminators 
     possible... 
     When your mind 
     starts a war 
     that... 
     wipes us all 
     out, maybe 
     then you'll 
     get it! 

Robocop finds 
Flo's story 
hard to believe. 

But he knows 
he must go to OCP 
and find out if 
it is possible. 

And if Flo is right. 
The cyborgs in that 
car will be back. 

Detroit Streets 
completed successfully. 

Incoming message. 

Renegade ED-209 
unit reported in 
downtown old Detroit. 
Proceed with caution. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 2                * 
******************************************** 
Renegade ED-209 conflict 
completed successfully. 

Incoming message. 

Unidentified cybernetic 
activity detected in 
Delta City construction 
site. Investigate. 



******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 3                * 
******************************************** 
First Terminator encounter 
completed successfully. 

Incoming message. 

All OCP systems 
under control by 
unidentified cybernetic 
intruders. All security 
has been re-directed 
to apprehend Robocop. 
Proceed with caution. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 4                * 
******************************************** 
OCP research facility 
completed successfully. 

Incoming message. 

Second intruder detected. 
Intruder identical to 
first. Weapons are 
useless. Find another 
method to destroy enemy. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 5                * 
******************************************** 
Robocop links into 
the OCP network. 

As he enters the 
system. He realizes 
something is wrong. 

A cleverly laid 
trap is sprung. 

Robocop's mind is 
forced into the 
Skynet mainframe. 

In the hands of 
the Terminators, 
he is made a slave. 

All he can do is 
watch as the spark 
of his mind gives 
life to a machine. 

An orbiting defense 
system called Skynet 
becomes self-aware. 



Decades rush by like 
a fever dream. He is 
forced to watch... 

As Skynet wages its 
relentless war 
against humanity. 

After what seems 
like an eternity of 
searching, he finds 
an opportunity... 

An unsecure system 
at a factory... 

A factory that 
builds Terminators. 

With the factory 
under his control, 
he has the ability 
to make a new body. 

He uses cloned flesh. 
To build a face... 

Time enough for 
vanity. 

He builds a weapon 
that has a grip he 
remembers finding 
comfortable... 

A weapon now 
powered by the 
technology of 
the future. 

Robocop looks 
over the ruined 
city. He realizes 
what he must do. 

He must destroy 
Skynet once and 
for all. 

Showdown with Terminator 
completed successfully. 

Escape from Terminator 
outpost and head to 
Skynet perimeter. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 6                * 
******************************************** 



Terminator outpost 
completed successfully. 

Massive vehicle detected 
outside outpost. Vehicle 
has detected threat. 
Attack is inevitable. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 7                * 
******************************************** 
Hunter-killer conflict 
completed successfully. 

Fly assault mission 
to Skynet and infiltrate 
main complex. 
Beware of field 
Terminators. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 8                * 
******************************************** 
Flight to Skynet 
completed successfully. 

Infiltrates Skynet outer 
perimeter and gain access 
to Skynet inner complex 
through tower door. 
Caution- advanced 
Terminators detected. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 9                * 
******************************************** 
Skynet outer perimeter 
completed successfully. 

Enter Skynet through 
main tower door. Defense 
systems are enabled. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 10                * 
******************************************** 
Skynet main tower 
completed successfully. 

Proceed with infiltration 
deeper into Skynet 
complex. Beware of sentry 
orbs. Large hovering 
security unit detected. 
Location unknown. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 11                * 
******************************************** 
Terminator storage facility 



completed successfully. 

Nearing access tunnel 
leading into Skynet's 
central complex. Hovering 
security drone is guarding 
tunnel. Strength unknown. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 12                * 
******************************************** 
Second storage facility 
completed successfully. 

Destroy hovering sentry 
and make way into Skynet 
inner complex. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 13                * 
******************************************** 
Inner complex access tunnel 
completed successfully. 

Breach Skynet computer 
core and destroy Skynet 
CPU. Caution- 
core CPU strength is 
unknown. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 14                * 
******************************************** 
Skynet inner complex 
completed successfully. 

Major CPU core activity 
detected. Prepare for 
final attack on Skynet 
core CPU. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 15                * 
******************************************** 
Skynet CPU core 
completed successfully. 

Self destruct sequence 
initiated. Detonation 
in 125 seconds. 

******************************************** 
*                  Ending                  * 
******************************************** 
Self-destruct sequence 
completed successfully. 

Final mission complete. 
Congratulations. 



With a deafening explosion, 
Skynet erupts into a ball 
of flames.

Robocop's mission is 
completed. The Terminators 
will no longer wage their 
war against mankind. 

To stop the Terminators 
he had to destroy Skynet 
and the time displacement 
equipment.

Robocop must help rebuild 
a world he has helped 
destroy. 

And from the ashes 
of destruction, a new 
world will form. 

As long as humans need 
protection, he will follow 
his directives... 

To serve the public trust. 

To protect the innocent. 

To uphold the law. 

Wherever, whenever, 
he is needed. 

****************************************************************************** 
IV. Credits and Thanks ******************************************************* 
****************************************************************************** 
Thank you to GameFAQs for hosting this FAQ. 
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****************************************************************************** 
V. Legal ********************************************************************* 
****************************************************************************** 
This FAQ is Copyright 2005 Chris Castiglione. This may be not be reproduced  
under any circumstances except for personal, private use. It may not be placed  
on any web site or otherwise distributed publicly without advance written  
permission. Use of this guide on any other web site or as a part of any public  
display is strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright. 
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